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Dog starts off the day with one black spot on his ear. But it seems that wherever he goes, he runs,

rolls, and trots right into colors. As he wanders around town, Dog collects spots made of red jam,

blue paint, pink ice cream, and more. When he finally arrives back home, Dog has ten different

colored spots. And then it's bath time for this colorful canine, who makes learning colors and

numbers easy, messy, and fun!
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A multifaceted concept book and a charming story to boot. ("School Library Journal")

Emma Dodd lives in London, England.Emma Dodd lives in London, England.

The children loved this book the first time I read it. When I added an interactive feature- dot the dog

enlarged with Velcro dots for the children to add as I read- it got even better. Great book for working

on counting and colors. I am keeping it handy in the classroom so we can read it again and again.

Other activities to use- dot painting on dog and put the correct amount of dots for numeral shown.



I love reading this book to children! It is a very interactive book that teaches children numbers,

colors, and responsibility of taking care of a dog. I printed off dog bones that are colored, got a dog

bowl, and stuffed animal dog. I then handed out a bone to each child and had them come up and

feed "dog" a bone when it came to each color of the book. They loved it!

I have bought a lot of books for my grandkids. This is one of the best! The colors are very bright, on

glossy paper. The illustrations are simple, but very colorful. I was reading it to my four-year-old

granddaughter, and my four-month-old granddaughter was leaning over my shoulder straining to

see the pages too. It has so many ways to read it -- straight as a story, or naming all the colors each

time Dog gets a new spot, or counting the spots each time Dog gets a new spot. Big win for this

book!

Cute story targeted for pre-school ages and early readers in Kindergarten.

I bought this book for my mother, who is a preschool teacher at one of the local day care centers.

She borrowed this book from the library and renewed it the maximum number of times before I

offered to buy it for her. She is going to do a whole lesson plan around Dog and his colors.The

paperback version of the book is very large and easy for the kids to see at circle time. It has bright

colors and clearly delineated pictures. If kids are going to be handling it themselves I'd recommend

getting the hardcover version.Such a cute book! I might have to get a copy for my own collection of

children's books!

A very cute book for tots -- it teaches colors, counting, and has a very cute dog as a main character.

My son (almost 3) loves this book, especially when dog gets a spot of chocolate on his fur. I wish

they showed a picture of the book. It's a very simple story, dog starts with one black spot on his

otherwise white coat, and throughout the course of his day, he gets additional spots (each a

different color) from various encounters, then he goes home and gets a bath (another part that my

son loves). So, you can teach your children about colors, counting (you can count the spots) and

the importance of taking a bath at the end of the day. I plan to use this book with my students (who

have autism) when my son outgrows the book, or I may even get another copy of it. I highly

recommend this book!

Silly book, but my 2 year old and 4 year old just love it! Has colors and counting! I would



recommend it! Book is also a bigger than normal sized book!

This is a great picture book for preschool storytime. I can use it with a dog theme or color theme!

I've made a cute flannelboard set to use when I read this book with the group. It was sent wrapped

carefully and beautifully! Thanks so much!
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